An artistic bike tour on a Solex to discover Paris
An original and fun partnership to brighten up your Parisian days.
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What better way to discover Paris than on foot? On two wheels!
Discover the most romantic of cities in open
air. From prestigious monuments, to an
outlook on the lifestyle, that sparks the
beating soul of the city. We, at Le Royal
Monceau – Raffles Paris have partnered up
with the famous brand Solex, the so chic brand
of mopeds, to offer guests a tour on the
“bicycle that runs itself”.

For art connoisseurs, our Art Concierge Julie
Eugene, proposes a unique artistic bike tour,
offering an ever-changing experience
throughout the artistic world of Paris.
Passionate about art of all kinds, she will guide
you to discover museums, art galleries and the
latest trends to be found. Constantly
remodeling our agenda, none of your artistic
bike tours will be alike, leading you on a
different journey every month in the universe
of art.

Information & Reservations
Electric bikes and artistic tour maps available at the hotel’s Conciergerie
Electric bikes at the disposal of in-house guests every day upon availability
Email: paris@raffles.com
Phone: +33 (0)1 42 99 88 00
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About Le Royal Monceau – Raffles Paris
The contemporary and glamorous Le Royal Monceau - Raffles Paris reopened in 2010 as the most exciting 5-star luxury hotel in Paris, after a radical and
complete two-year transformation by designer Philippe Starck. In 2015, the property’s “Palace” distinction was renewed, rewarding the hotel another
five years of its prestigious 5-star excellence rating. Located near the Champs-Elysées in Paris' 8th arrondissement, Le Royal Monceau – Raffles Paris, is
known for its contemporary art and as a rendez-vous for artists and writers as well as luxury seekers and adventurers. The omnipresent artistic
atmosphere and vibrant culture comes to life through the property’s exclusive Art Concierge, the Art Bookstore, a private Art District Gallery, a 99-seat
Katara Cinema theatre and an impressive private art collection. With its 149 Parisian designed bedrooms and spacious suites, including 3 private
apartments, the only contemporary Palace in Paris is only steps from the Arc de Triomphe. Acclaimed for its international culinary offerings, the hotel’s
award-winning restaurants showcase the property’s creative spirit, from the animated Long Bar to its three restaurants: ‘Matsuhisa Paris’ is dedicated to
Japanese gastronomy from the famous Chef Nobu and ‘Il Carpaccio’, is a Michelin-starred Italian restaurant in collaboration with Da Vittorio family.
Not to be missed are the outstanding brunches and breakfasts at La Cuisine restaurant with Pastry Chef Quentin Lechat’s delicacies. Furthermore, the
1,500sqm Clarins & myBlend Spa is an award-winning paradise, featuring one of the longest swimming pool of a Parisian Palace. leroyalmonceau.com

About Raffles
Raffles Hotels & Resorts boasts an illustrious history and some of the most prestigious hotel addresses worldwide. In 1887, Raffles Singapore set the
standard for luxury hospitality, introducing the world to private butlers, the Singapore Sling and its enduring, legendary service. Today, Raffles
continues this tradition in leading cities and lavish resort locales, enchanting travellers with meaningful experiences and service that is both gracious and
intuitive. Connoisseurs of life choose Raffles, not merely for its aura of culture, beauty and gentility, but for the extraordinary way they feel when in
residence with Raffles. Each Raffles, be it Paris, Istanbul, Warsaw, Jakarta or the Seychelles, serves as a venerated oasis where travellers arrive as guests,
leave as friends and return as family. Raffles is part of Accor, a world-leading augmented hospitality group offering unique experiences in 5000 hotels
and residences across 110 destinations. raffles.com | all.accor.com

About Solex
Solex is a registered trademark since 1910 of the French mechanical company of the same name created in 1905 by Maurice Goudard and Marcel
Mennesson and known for its carburetors and its moped, the VéloSoleX. The production and marketing of the various models of bicycles met with
immense popular success in the second half of the 20th century. The French Solex electrically assisted bicycles are equipped with the most advanced
and efficient technologies on the market. Designed, conceived and assembled in France, Solex electrically assisted bicycles continue to make old and
new generations dream. With their design and performance for both urban and rural use, Solex electrically assisted bicycles allow you to move around
comfortably and cleanly.

